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muon Events in 0.4 x 3.0 TeV Proton-Proton Collisions with Multi-
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The physical motivation and the proposal of an experiment to
study multimuon events with a major goal to searoh and Btudy

t-quark production in 0.4x3.0 TeV pp oollider with 10
3 3
 от~

г
 sec"

1

luminosity at IHEP are presented. A muon speotrometer based on
magnetized iron oombined with hadron and eleotromagnetio
calorimeters not having a track Bystem in the vioinity of beam
crossing is desoribed. The speotrometer ie capable to oope with
the mentioned luminosity.

Аннотация

Абрамов в.В., Ажиненко И.В., Антипов Ю.М. и др. Исследование мыого-
мюонных событий в О.4х з,0 ТеВ протон-протонных столкновениях с
помощью многомюонного спектрометра ММС. (Предложение эксперимента);
Препринт ИФВЭ 90-93. - Протвино 1990. - 38 с , 9 рис., 2 табл.,
библиогр.: 13.

Приводятся физическое обоснование и проект эксперимента по
исследованию многомюонных событий с главной целью - поиск и
изучение рождения t-кваркз на 0,4*3,0 ТэВ рр-коллайдере ИЕВЭ со

сЕетимостыо 10° см с . Описывается предназначенный для этой
цели спектрометр мюонов на основе намагниченного железа с адронным
и электромагнитным калориметрами без трековой системы вблизи
области взаимодействия пучков, способный работать с указанной
светимостью.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This proposal was initiated by the decision of the IHEP

Scientific Coordination Council in Jan 90, according to which

physicists who are interested in experiments on possible 0.4*3.0

TeV collider should submit their proposals on the t-quark search

by May 1990.

The warm ring of the UNK 0.4 TeV accelerator-injector and the

3 TeV superconducting accelerator ring situated in one tunnel

naturally lead to the idea of intersecting these beams. Such a

possibility was discussed already on the initial phase of the

Ц Ж project [1]. This collider can obviously be created

immediately after the start of the superconducting accelerator.

The available c.m.s. energy of 2.2 TeV is in the already reached

energy range (1.8 TeV antiproton-proton collider, FNAL). But

contrary to antiprcton-proton colliders, proton-proton colliders

can have significantly higher luminosity, that gives a

possibility to make experiments with a completely new approach,

and even in "old-fashioned" experiments to measure important

physical parameters on a much higher level of accuracy. We

should also mention that such a collider might be the first

proton-proton machine in the TeV energy range, that gives us a

possibility to compare the already measured quantities for

pp-system with those for pp-system.

In this paper we do not intend to propose a universal

detector for broad experimental studies, which implies long time

and great effort for its creation. We limit our task to the

study of rare events having many muons in the final state, the

t-quark search, in particular.
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The proposed detector can be built in 5-6 years, the

resources necessary are of the same level as for a typical

detector for the UNK fixed target program.

The main parameters of the 0.4><3.0 TeV collider are:

the colliding beams energy is 0.4 and 3.0 TeV that

corresponds to the c.m.s. energy of 2.19 TeV;

- luminosity L=6"10
32
 cm"

2
s~

1
 with the time between bunch

crossings of 167 ns. The distance between the interaction

point and low-beta lenses ia 12 meters. Our assumption is

that if we reduce this distance to 8-9 meters then the

luminosity will reach 10
3 3
 спГ

г
з~

1
;

- dimensions of interaction region о
1 =
12 cm longitudinally

and a,. =0.08 mm transversely.

With these parameters we will have about 10 interactions per

bunch crossing. The commissioning of such a collider is planned

for 1996, full luminosity should be reached in 1997/98.

2. PHYSICAL MOTIVATIONS OP 1OIS EXPERIMENT

ON THE t QUARK SEARCH

The situation we have today with t-quarks searches resembles

the situation that took place by the moment of discovering Z and

W bosons, when there was no doubt about W and Z existence and

even their approximate mass values were evaluated.

The charge asymmetry observed In the e
+
e~*bb reaction implies

the presence of b-quark partner In the SU(2)
L
 doublet.

A large value for the oscillations in the B
d
-B

d
 system also

points to the necessity of the existence of t-quark with the

mass of about 100 GeV. In this case large uncertainties in

calculating the matrix elements of the B
d
-B

d
 transitions do not

allow to fix пц more precisely.

The low limit for the t-quark mass was experimentally

obtained by CDF group: m
t
>89 GeV.

On the other hand пц. cannot be too big because of electroweak

corrections for sin
2
8«, or, which is the same, for the value of

the M./M, ratio (see fig.1). Electroweak corrections, which are

most sensitive to m
+
 variations and less sensitive to the Kiggs

boson mass, give an upper limit of 150-200 GeV for m
t
 (the range
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of the upper limit variations Is determined by theoretical

uncertainties).

If the top quark mass Is less than 130 GeV then probably It

will be found at FNAI by the CDF or DO experiments. In this case

the t-quark program at IHEP will possibly be reduced to precise

measurement of its mass and to the study of the dynamics of its

hadronic production.

2.1. Main processes for the t-quark search

The main signature of the t-quark In hadron interactions is

its production in pairs and subsequent decay of each of these

t-quarks into W-boson and b-quark [23 (assuming that the t-quark

mass m
+
>100 GeV).

p+p • t + ^anything-

I* W'+Б

Then W-bosons decay:

- both Into two quark jets

W
+
 + b + W~ + Б

'*jet+Jet '*jet+Jet (0)

the Branching ratio of such a mode Is 44.5%;

- one Into two quark jets, another into lepton and neutrino

W
+
 + b + W~ + Б

Jet *lepton+v {1)

„on+v '*;Je^

the branching ratio of such a mode is also 44.5% (in 30*

this lepton =е/ц., In 15 % lepton=p.),

- both into lepton and neutrino

W* + Ь + W~ + Б

l*lepton+v '*lepton+v (2;

the branching ratio of this mode is 1156 ( in 4.9% lepton=e/u.,

in 1.2* lepton=n)



The numb'':;-
1
.w. of these processes corresponds to the number of

W-beaona ^ecuying into ieptons.

SeoRusr; of ia^ge Q.G.JJ jet production background., process (0)

JS not. used for tb.e t-quark search. In current erperiments modes

м ) and (?;• 8Г.3 used with identification o* high transverse

momenta leptons from W decays. Process (1) has also significant

background from tbf? W-t-jet̂ iet production. To suppress such

background b-quarka should be identified either by their range

or ьу their semilepton!o decays. .The less probable mode (2) has

the .smallest background.

In mode (1) one may obtain the t-quark, mass by the effective

mas?, of three Jets, while in process (2) the mass may be

estimated from the value of the production cross section and/or

from the shape of the lepton .spectrum.

Precise measurements of many Jet effective masses,

identification of electrons and gammas, detection of secondary

vertices, etc., all these demand a track detector surrounding

the Intersection region and precise electromagnetic and hadron

calorlmetry. For the collider conditions under discussion (high

luminosity, large .Interaction region, multiple interactions per

one crossing) this is a very complicated and expensive taak.

The distinguished feature of the UNK 0.4x3.0 TeV pp collider

la Its high luminosity and this is the thing we are going to

make use of. Namely this high luminosity gives us a unique

possibility to search for t-quarks In rare processes with small

background, such as the two-lepton processes of type (2).

Therefore we choose the processes with two or more muons in the

final state.

In this case we do not need a tracking system In the vicinity

of the interaction region, and the muon tracks are measured only

behind thick magnetised iron filters, which absorb practically

all hadrcns, photons and electrons. The intersection point of

two muon tracks determines the longitudinal position of the

interaction point, the transverse position being defined by the

beam position.

The MMS facility will also be equipped with electromagnetic

and hadron calorimeters for measuring total (E), transverse (E
t
)

and missing transverse (E
1
?) energies. Calorimeters will also be

used for defining the degree of muon isolation, that can Improve



the selection of W*|tv decays. This facility will allow из to

make use cf the full collider luminosity up to L- ID
3 3
 сяГ

г
з~'.

In table 1 we give the expected values of the t-quark

production cross section for two values of 3ts mass 13Q and 200

GeV [3] and the number of events with N,= 2-4 rauons in processes

(1) and (2) for L=1Q-^ era "-a ' during 10' s (sensitivity

10000 pb~
1
).

The following values for the branching ratios were used

BR(W» H-V)=0.11 and BR(b*y,+ ...; Ъ*с*ц+... )=0.2.

The class of events with N =2 includes:

- process (1), where one of the muons is from the

W-decay, and the other from the decay of one of the

b-quarks. The signature of such an event is one isolated

muon with P.>15 GeV/c, and the other one in the hadronic

Jet. The muon signs +-, - +, ++ and — are equally

probable. The jet number is N^>2.

- process (2) where both muons have P+.> 15 GeV/c and both

are isolated. Their signs are +-,. N..O.

The class of the events with N =3 includes:

м-
- process (1): one muon has p^>1 ъ GeV/с and is isolated.

Two muons are in the jets. The signs +-+ and — + are

equally probable. The muons in jets have opposite signs.

Nj>2.

- process (2): two muons with opposite signs and P
+
>15 GeV/c

both are isolated. One muon is in the jet. N.,<3.

The class of the events with N =4 includes:

м-
- process (2): two isolated muons with different signs and

Pt>15 GeV/c and two muons of opposite signs in jets. N <3.

Since in all these final states we have more than one

neutrino with large transverse momentum, these events can

be selected by high missing transverse energy.

In table 1 we also give estimation of the number of detected

events taking into consideration some factors such as:- cuts

p
t
>i5 GeV/c and geometrical acceptance -0.9<т)<3.0 (11Ж), muon

isolation cuts in the case of W-decays (10%), losses of the

events due to the missing transverse energy cuts E^>20 GeV (4%)

and some other, which leads to the detection efficiency for one

m e n events of 75%, and with two muons of 60%.



The relative abundance of observed events of different clas-

ses (Изted in the table) should correspond to the theoretical

predictions thus providing evidence for a t-quark production.

Рог зоте events of ргосеза (1) with N„=2 where both шопа

are from the same, t-quark (one isolated, and the other in Jet)

the mass of the t-quark can be measured as an effective mass of

three Jets originated from the other t-quark. In all other cases

the mass of t-quark can be estimated by the production cross

sections or by momentum spectra of muons, in the above mentioned

way,

2.2. Background estimation

For the estimation of different background processes it is

mcrjgaary to perform a thorough Monte-Carlo study of different

reactions, the study which requires a significant effort and

computer time. That is why we use here the background estimation

obtained by GDF collaboration for their detector [41. In our

estimations the difference in integral luminosity was taken Into

account.

In dimuon events for (1) and (2) the main background sources

are the processes in which Isolated muons with high transverse

momenta are produced. Such processes are of the type:

Z » T T : * H U , WW*JJ+A , a n d Z+y.\x.

After selecting the dimuon events with high transverse

momenta, and taking into consideration azlmuthal correlations,

that are present in two body decays of Z-Ьозопз, the final

number of background events for CDF is 1.0 ± 0.5 at integral

sensitivity 200 pb~
1
.

As we expect an integral sensitivity to be about 10000 pb~
1
,

the estimation of such background in our case is 50+25 for

process (2) for dimuon events. This should be compared with the

expected numbers 2400 and 120 that correspond to the t-quark

masses of 130 and 200 GeV, respectively (table 1).

In all other cases the detection of an additional muon should

considerably reduce the number of background events.

Contrary to CDF. in our case there is a specific background

due to the muons coming from different interactions. The

estimate of such background, arising from an accidental

6



superimposing of xhe events of the type V*p.%/, W*>xv In one

bunch crossing,Is (1пЬ/1ООпЛ))
г
х(1О)

г
=1СГ

1Л
. (1 пЪ is production

cross section of W*^v [53). With the total number of bunches

10
1 4
 per i0

7
s , the number of such events will be equal to one.

Bearing In mind that the Interaction length is about 20 cm,

and the accuracy of defining the interaction point is 1--2 cm,

thla background will be suppressed by a factor of 10. Hence, at

a given luminosity these backgrounds are unessential for the

given type of the events.

However, one should note that the Increase of luminosity will

lead to a quadratic growth of the background of this type.

Therefore, it seems to us that the mentioned luminosity of

10
3 3
enf

2
s~

1
 Is rather close to the one most favorable for the

study of the processes under discussion. Our calculations

shows that the superimposIng of several "soft" events does not

imitate "йалГ processes.

2.3. Possibilities to study other reactions with IMS

The specific feature of the MMS facility is its ability to

select multimuon events under very high luminosity. Since this

proposal is devoted mainly to the t-quark search , we shall not

analyze all the opportunities offered by the set up, but it

would be natural to mention here the most outstanding ones.

At the luminosity of 10
33
спГ

г
з~

1
 ten W's and one Z are produced

at the 0.4x3.0 collider every second. The yearly statistics for

the W and Z In the muon decay mode may reach Ю
7
 and 10

6
,

respectively!!! Such statistics will give us a unique

possibility for a detailed study of the dynamics of W and Z

production as well as pair production of IVB (Intermediate

Vector Bosons). The expected numbers of W
+
W~, W

+
Z and ZZ pairs

decaying Into muons are 500, 60 and 10 respectively.

Other IVB bosons with the тазз up to 8C0 GeV may be

detected.

The detection of a completely new class of phenomena,

connected with the production of many muons is also possible.



3. THE PARAMETERS OF THE lfiES DETECTOR

The pseudorapidity (TJ) distribution lor muons from the

W-decay in the lab. system for the t-quark mass of 200 GeV la

shown in fig.2. Not6 that the cm.a. of the 0.4-13.0 TeV Collider

1s shifted by one unit of rapidity w.r.t. the lab. system. As

seen from this figure, more than 90Ж of muons are concentrated

in the region of -1<T|<3, which corresponds to the angular range

from 6° up to 140° w.r.t. the axis of 3 TeV beam.

The average values for the transverse energy and missing

transver.se energy in processes (2) vs the -q-interval are

presented in fig.3. Average values are determined for the total

energy and for the energy, deposited in the electromagnetic

calorimeter only.

It is clear that the region -1<т?<2 is already sufficient for

the selection of the events with large E«. and Б^, characteristic

for the processes under Investigation. In the same figure one

can see the values of E
t
 for ten superimposed "soft" inelastic

interactions. As seen from the figure, the superimposing of 10

"soft" events does not simulate the processes we are intares-

ted in.

Pig.4 presents the losses of the events of type (2) with tne

cut p.M5 GeV/c on the transverse momentum of muona from the

decay of both W's versus the ^-interval. Here we also present

the losses of the events caused by the cuts imposed on the

missing transverse energy E?
f
 E

r
f
1
> 15 GeV. Such cuts are quite

usual for the selection of the events with t-quarks.

Hence, as is seen from the figures the set up with the

acceptance of -1<TJ<3 is sufficient for the selection and study

of the production of t-quarks decaying into muons.

4. HULTHflJON SPECTROMETER (IMS)

4.1. General layout of the detector

The general view of the facility is given in fig.5. Its cut

away side view is presented In fig.6. The scheme of rauon

momentum measurement is given in fig.7.

The MMS detector consists of two parts: central and end-cap.
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The central part includeя ifte tnunn spectrometer, covering the

region of -U.9<r,<a.q and the electromagnet;! с and пайгоп

calorimeters, covering -1.0<т
;
<?.0. The muon .aptctrometer

consists ol two magnetized Iron cylinders (precisely speaking

-hexagonal cylinders) with the diameters (Inner/outer) 1.Qm
/
5.4in

and т.4/9.05m, respectively, closed at the ends with movable

end-cap magnetic field plugs. A coil of 100 turns cf Ai
a cjor 1 n n г\( 1 £,ПП mm f а ШГУППГ] QTVnnH t b o

inner cylinder. It provides the magnetic induction flux B=i.5 T

at the current of about 1000 A. The magnetic flux is parallel to

the beam axis. The flux has opposite directions In the Inner and

outer cylinders. Such a configuration of the magnetic field

allows to determine i.he muon momentum by the track measurements

behind the Iron filter and by the transverse coordinates of the

interaction point which is known with a good acc.urs.ov. In this

case there la no need in a sophisticated tracking system near

the beam crossing point.

In the 1 meter gap between the outer and inner cylinders the

I Inner part of the central tracking system is mounted. It

consists of four layers of drift tubes, installed In parallel

and two layers installed transversely w.r.t. the magnetic

field lines. Each layer consists of two overlapping rows of.

tubes, The length of the parallel tubes Is from 3 up to 4 m

depending on the distance from the center ( two tubea along the

axis), and the length of the perpendicular tubes depends on the

distance from the ribs of the hexagonal cylinders. The outer

part of the central tracking system is located nehlnd the

external cylinder and has three layers of parallel tubes and two

layers of perpendicular ones.

Thus, the. system of parallel tubes measures the transverse

momentum of muons, we are interested in. The measurements are

made twice, first time the infomiation from the external ana

Internal systems Is used and second time the Information from

the internal system and position of the intersecting beams

which is known with good accuracy, i.e. 0.08 mm in the

transverse direction.

The system of perpendicular tubes allows to measure the

Interaction point in the longitudinal direction with an accuracy

of a few centimeters at the muon momenta of 15 GeV/c.



The end-cap detector, consisting of a nagrbtized steel toroid.

with two tracking systems of drift tubes, identifies шопз

within the range of 0.9<v)<2.5. One system is assembled between

the magnetic field plugs of the central part and the toroid, and

the other one just after the torcid. There 1я a hole, in the

center of the 13.4 m toroid for the winding and the vacuum

chamber of the accelerator. The tracking systems are divided

Into 6 segments, 60° each, where the tubes of various lengths sr?

installed in parallel with the magnetic field lines of the

toroid ( see fig.5a) in two rows shifted w.r.t. each other. Six

segments make up one coordinate plane. There are four coordinate

planes upstream of the toroid and three downstream of it. Muon

momentum is determined by the reconstructed tracks before and

after the toroid and the interaction point 1я determined with an

accuracy of a few centimeters with the help of the track

measurements before the toroid.

The muon momentum measurement accuracy depends mainly on the

multiple scattering at the momenta less than 400 GeV/c and in

this region it la equal to <r(p)/p=15%. The muon charge can be

def jjned for the muon momentum up to 2500 GeV/c.

As compared with the detectors at the colliders at CERN (UAi

161) and FNAL (CDF [7] and DO [8]), supplied with muon

spectrometers, only DO facility will have the acceptance greater

than that of MMS. However the MMS muon filter is thicker and

decay paths are essentially shorter. As far muon detection is

concerned the MMS detector may be the best one.

The total weight of the MMS magnetic system is 5500 t.

4.2. Proportional drift tubes

We propose to use the proportional drift tubes as the main

element of the tracking system in MMS detector . Each of these

tubes is an ordinary proportional counter. Measurements of the

drift time needed for the electrons to reach the anode wire

defines the space coordinates of the track with the accuracy of

1*0.3 mm. Electron drift velocities in "'fast" gases (Ar with СН
Д

or GF
4
) may reach <* 10 cm/^s. The construction of such drift

proportional tubes is rather well known. For many years such

tubes [9] were used in Sigma-AJAX detector, about 6000 tubes

with electronics [10] were made in IHEP in 1989 and sent to FNAL

10



for SAMUS detector of the DO facility (SAMUS - Small Angle Muon

Spectrometer).

We propose to use proportional tubes made from stainless

steel with wall thickness 0.5 mm and diameter 3 and 6 cm. The

anode wire diameter will be around 50ц., H.V. «3.0 kV. Maximal

electron drift times in such tubes for "fast" gas mixtures will

be 150 and 300 пэ for drift tubes with diameters 3 cm and 6 cm

respectively. As the time between the bunch crossings is 167 na,

proportional drift tubes with the diameter of 3 cm can be used

in trigger, Proportional drift tubes with the diameter of 6 cm

are supposed to be used in outer layers of the tracking system

for rreasurements of longitudinal coordinates of the interaction

region.

Similar to the muon tracking system of the DO detector, we

also considered the possibility of measuring longitudinal

coordinates in the proportional drift tubes by measuring signal

time differences at the opposite ends of the tubes. The accuracy

of 3uch a method is ai present on the level of * 3cm.

The number of proportional drift tubes with the diameter of 3

cm is about 20000, with the diameter of 6 cm - 16000. The total

number of electronic channels of the MMS tracking system is

36000.

4.3. Calorimeters

The central and end-cap electromagnetic calorimeters are

placed into a cylindrical cavity of the central detector. The

diameter of this cavity is 1 m. The granularity of the central

e.m. calorimeter is iO° in aslmuthal angle ф and 0.2 in t\. The

electromagnetic calorimeters consist of 20 lead layers each

5mm thick, the total thickness is 20 radiation lengths. To

measure longitudinal shape of e.m. shower these calorimeters are

segmented In depth into 4 parts. The total number of channels in

the central e.m. calorimeter is about 1500.

The end-cap electromagnetic calorimeter has azlmuthal

granularity from 10° to 20°, pseudorapidity step - 0.25. The

total number of channels in this calorimeter is 1000. Active

elements in such a calorimeter will be either 5 mm thick plastic

scintillatora (light is planned to be collected with WLS fiber

[11 ] and detected by photomultipliers) or gas.

11



The scintillator calorlmetry does not need low noise
amplifiers, it is practically not sensitive to the highly
ionizing low energy nuclear fragments, but requires elaborated
calibration procedure and a constant control of the
amplification factors.

A gas ionlzation detector seems to be more favorable as
compared with a acintillator calorimeter, since it can have
higher radiation resistance, and it may be simpler than
scintillation calorimeter in design. Such a device used without
gas amplification does not need regular calibration. However now
we know considerably less about gas calorimeters, than about
scintillation ones, so we think that the final decision can be
made only after some experimental studies on the beams.

Per electron and hadron identification and measurements of
hadron energy after the electromagnetic calorimeters 20 layers
of 50 ram thick magnetized iron plates and 5 mm thick active
elements with the total thickness of 6 interaction lengths will
be used. The hadron calorimeter granularity is planned to be
20° in ф and 0.4 in r,. In analogy with the e.m. calorimeter the
hadron calorimeter ia also planned to be segmented in 4 parts in
depth.

The total number of channels in the central hadron
calorimeter will be 360. The end-сарэ e.m. and hadron
calorimeters will cover the pseudorapidity range of -0.9<TJ<3.0.

4.4. Scintillation hodoscopes. First level triggering

The first level trigger for two muons will be performed with
scintillation counter hodoscopes. The system of scintillation
counter hodoscopes is subdivided into the central part and the
end-cap. Each system is formed by two layers of scintillator
counters, one layer situated in the gap of the magnetic system,
the other-in the outer layer.

The counters of the central part are placed perpendicular to
the beam axis, the counters of the end-cap part are mounted in
each sector parallel to the proportional drift tubes. The
counters from different layers in the central and end-cap parts
should give two-fold coincidences to select muons coming from
the interaction region.

12



As the main element of the scintillation hodoscope we are

planning to use a scintillation counter with the width of 20 cm,

ana length of 3-5 m. The counters of such a type [12] are used

now in the "tagged neutrino" experiment at IHEP. Plastic

scintiliator for such counters is produced in JINH, Dubna and

formed at IHEP, Protvino.

To decrease the PM noise and to improve the time resolution

the scintiliator of each counter is planned to be viewed from

both ends by PMs.

The total number of counters for the central system is

about 500, for the end-cap system - 300. The total weight of the

scintiliator is 8 t.

4.5, Electronic systems, data acquisition system,

high level trigger

As it was already mentioned the first level trigger will be

produced using the scintillation counter hodoscopes. The

electronic system of the first level trigger will include input

shapers, mean-timers and multichannel digital systems. This

system should be equivalent to many two-fold coincidences, that

select muon tracks coming from the interaction point. The

longitudinal accuracy of the vertex measurement of such a system

is determined mainly by the width of the scintillation counters

and is about 30 cm. A trigger signal on this level will appear

if the system "sees" two muon tracks. The time necessary to

produce such a trigger is about V s . The time interval between

the trigger signals of this level will be about 100 цэ. This

time should be enough for the production of the second level

trigger.

The second level trigger wil] be performed using information

from the proportional drift tubes. At this level the accuracy of

muon track reconstruction will be determined by the proportional

tube sizes, the information about drift times on this level will

not be used. The time delay of the first level trigger - (1 |j.s)

determines the depth of multichannel analog pipe-line circuits,

which memorize information from the proportional drift tubes and

calorimeters. It is assumed now that the electronics of these

two systems will be based on the home industry 8-input analog

13



memories, haying depth of 16 event3. Such circuits will provide

2.67 цэ tLT.e for the first level triggering (2.67^8=16*167 ns).

Electronic units of this type are assumed to have dimensions

and connectors of the FASTBUS standard with simplified

communication protocol.

The second level trigger will select events with two muons

coming from the interaction region and having transverse momenta

greater than some predetermined value. Space accuracy of the

reconstruction of muon tracks on this level will be few cm. The

time delay for such a trigger is determined by the speed of data

handling in the units and speed oT the data transfer among the

units. The estimated time for trigger formation on this level is

about lOOus. The time between the trigger signals should be

1-10 тз.

The third level trigger can be produced In a similar way

using Information from the calorimeters. The requirement of a

high missing energy In the calorimeters should reduce the final

trigger to the level of a few Hs.

In parallel with the data processing from the calorimeters

the final reconstruction of muon tracks and its momenta will be

performed using drift time information. Precise information

about muons will give a possibility to make a decision about

dimuon effective mass (Z - mass , for example). Such a trigger

can be used as an additional third level trigger.

The MMS detector will be triggered by a signal from at least

two muons with transverse momenta more than 4-5 GeV/c coinciding

with the collider interaction pulse. Muons with lower momenta

will be absorbed in the iron filter.

The trigger rate for the CDF detector, working with the

luminosity L=1Q
3O
cnT

2
s~

1
 and selecting electron with E

t
>5 GeV

and muon with p
t
>5 GeV/c was 0.05 Hz. As the luminosity In our

case will be 1000 times higher one quite naturally assumes that

trigger for two muons in our case will be of the order of 50 Hz.

The trigger rate can be reduced by requirements of higher

transverse muon momentum when using the information on energy

deposition in the calorimeters. From another point of view the

trigger rate should not be significantly lower because the data

acquisition time will be of the order of ten ms. Triggering
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with the frequency of few Hz win give us a possibility to

utilize the total luminosity of the UNK collider.

Our estimation of the time needed for the design and the

production of such a system is 4-5 years.

5. ESTIMATION OF NECESSARY RESOURCES

1. The MMS magnetic spectrometer has the total weight of

L500 t. Its complexity is comparable with the DELPHI magnet

iron yoke. The current price of the production of such construc-

tion 1з 2.5 roubles/leg. So we obtained the cost estimation for

the magnetic system of MMS - 13.7 million roubles.

2. The muon tracking system consists of 40000 proportional

drift tubes with the total length of 160 km. The price of one

meter cf stainless steel tubes with our parameters is about 15

roubles. So the total cost of the tubes will be <*2.4 million

roubles. The price of one channel of the front-end electronics

should be on the level of 50 roubles/channel, so we can obtain

the total cost of the tracking system - 4.4 million roubles.

IHEP already has experience In manufacturlng such systems.

For the SAMUS spectrometer at IHEP a 6000 channel system was

made in a period less than one year. We estimate the total time

needed for this work as 3-4 years.

3. 800 trigger counters with 1600 channels of electronics and

PMs at a price ofwiOOO roubles/channel should cost about 1.6

million roubles. Such counters are being produced for the

"tagged" neutrino complex. The bulk of the work at IHEP is

carried out by the Neutrino Physics Department. The extrusion of

rather transparent scintillator Is a decisive factor 1л

manufacturing large scintillation counters. Four years ( at the

sctntillator production rate achieved at NPhD 2t/year) are

needed for manufacturing the MMS hodoscopes (8 t).

4. The price for the calorimeter with 3600 elements will be

3.6 million roubles if we use active elements made of

scintillators with fiber optics . In our estimates we used the

standard price for similar systems , which is 1000

roubles/channel. The calorimeter elements can be produced at

IHEP. The price of the gas calorimeter seems to be comparable
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with that of the scintillation one. Research work Is necessary

to make the final decision.

5. 1 million roubles in hard currency and 5 million Internal

roubles are needed for purchasing electronic components and

computers.

Hence the total cost for the MMS equipment is 29.3 million

roubles, including 1 million roubles in hard currency.

6. i№5 LOCATION

The MMS system is planned to be assembled in an underground

cylinder shaped hall with the diameter of approximately 30 m

(fig.8). The hall is isolated from the accelerator ring tunnel.

The accelerator communication and transport systems follow a

bypass tunnel.

The largest part of the hall is located In dry ground and so

standard technique can be used. 27 months will be needed for the

completion of the hall Including time for preliminary work. The

building procedure is being worked out so as not to open the

already constructed section of the machine and not to intrude

into the accelerator assembling process. Only a short break is

foreseen when we will have to shift the transportation scheme

from the dismantled section to the bypass tunnel.

Besides, the construction of the surface building may be

started in i4 months. Hence, the construction of the buildings

and 2iall will take 3-3.5 years in total.

The MMS facility may be located In SS5 as well as in SS6. The

cost of the experimental hall in SS6 is considerably less than

that in SS5, since the depth of the UNK tunnel in SS6 area is

approximately 20 m while it is 60 m in SS5 area.

7. COLLIDING BEAMS OPTICS

High luminosity requires small transverse sizes of the beams

in the crossing point, fig.9. presents the layout of the magnetic

optical elements in the matched straight section (MSS), which can

provide in the MSS center the values of the p function 0.4 m and

3 m at the 1st and the 2nd stages, respectively. Dipole (dashed)
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and quadrupole magnets are shown In the figure. In the second,

stage all the elements are superconducting, and at the first

stage the dipolea are superconducting, while the quadrupoles are

conventional, except doublets of the lenses adjacent to the MSS

center.

Solid lines in the figure show the main beam lines at the 1st

and the 2nd stages, a dashed line shows the bypass beam line in

the vertical plane.

The bypass beam line uses the same optics as the main one,

however It Is straight, (see the dashed line in the figure). The

horizontal projections of the orbits of all the beam lines

coincide. The beams meet in the MSS center.

The height of the bypassing beam line w.r.t the collision

point Is 1.06 m. There is no need to widen the 5 m tunnel for

the installation of the magnetic optical equipment in the MSS.

The parameters of the colliding beams are given in Table 2. It

should De noted that beam optics can be optimized for the MMS

detector to increase luminosity by a factor of 2.

CONCLUSION

This proposal is devoted to the investigation of multimuon

events at the 0.4x3.0 TeV collider wJth the maximal luminosity.

At the luminosity of 10
33
crn"

?
s~

1
 during 1G

T
 s one may observe

the events with the t-quark production up to m
t
 200-250 GeV. It

will be possible to study the dynamics of the Intermediate boson

production in pp Interactions as well as the dynamics of their

pair production. One may also Investigate the region of dlmion

masses up to 800 GeV to search for W and Z' bosons and to study

other processes leading to multirauon events such as BB, ФФ, etc.

The MMS apparatus Is relatively simple and Is based on the

well known technique. The whole MMS facility may be ready in 5-6

years and be operational by the moment of commissioning the UNK

collider.

The MMS cost without civil construction will be about 30

million roubles, which does not exceed the average cost of a

fixed target experiment at ДОК.
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The MMS facility which Identifies only muons without any
tracking system near the interaction area, Is less Informative
than most of universal detectors operating at the colliders at
present but It can use the luminosities 100 times higher.

Being supplemented with the second end-cap specti'ometer, the
MMS facility may be used at a symmetric collider as well, e.g.,
3.0x3.0 TeV UNK, 8.0x8.0 TeV LHG, 20x20 TeV S3C.
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SS5 the beam axis runs at 56 m beiowe the earth surface.
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